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Global Portfolio Holdings Weekly  
Executive Summary  

 
→ Markets across the globe slumped heavily this week after signs of a global economic 
slowdown have started to show across different regions. This put the DJIA and the S&P in 
negative territory for the year where they are approaching vital support levels.  
 
→ WTI Crude Oil slightly stabilised in a range from $52.5 - $50.5/b as OPEC expressed a little 
more confidence in production cuts.  
 
→ The ECB has nearly stopped it’s QE program and investors should be disappointed with the 
effects it has had on the European economy. On top of that, we are yet to see the long term 
effects of this as we are basically in uncharted waters.  
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Market Summary & Strategy 
Global Macro: 
Climate Change Investment Opportunities 
 
It is not a secret that the Earth is undergoing a very worrying period of rapid climate change: 
hurricanes, severe winter storms, wildfires, droughts and many more natural disasters are menacing 
our planet and the global economy. However, amidst all of this chaos, there is one thing investors and 
global leaders can do to prevent over inflating an already massive problem: not panic.  

 
Part of the fourth U.S. National Climate Assessment since 2000 diverges from predecessors in that it 
focuses on money, and more particularly how much of it America stands to lose to climate change. The 
estimated costs range from household expenses 
to the availability and pricing of food, energy and 
other goods people use in modern society. That 
report’s worst-case scenario expects an increase 
in global temperatures of 9 ℉ (5℃) by 2090, a 
considerable leap and 12 times faster than the 1.4-
degree rise recorded since 1880. It also assumes 
the U.S. economy grows at only a 2% annual rate 
versus, versus the 3.3% average so far this year. 
Yet, the forecast decline in annual economic 
growth is a tiny 0.05 percentage point. Here are 
some key takeaways from this report:  

 
● In Pennsylvania, aging bridges may not fare well against more extreme storms, and 

water and wastewater systems need almost $30 billion in investment. In general, about 
90 percent of the northeast is built on infrastructure poorly suited to adjust to rising 
seas. “Projected future costs are estimated to continue along a steep upward trend 
relative to what is being experienced today,” the report states.   

● More than 60 percent of big Southeastern cities see heat-wave trends above the 
national average, and three of them, Birmingham, Ala., New Orleans and Raleigh, N.C., 
are exceeding the rest of the country across all primary heat-wave measures. 

● Anchored by California’s clean-tech economy, the Southwest sees much of the 
nation’s new energy investment. Legacy power technologies, such as water-cooled 
power plants, will continue to work for decades, however, and will be less effective as 
temperatures make cooling sources too hot. Hot water could reduce the efficiency of 
these power plants by 15 percent by 2050. 
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● In the Midwest, a major producer of corn and soybeans increased temperatures, rainfall 

and humidity had eroded soil and allowed harmful pests and pathogens to thrive, 
according to the report. Rising growing-season temperatures in the region are projected 
to be the largest single factor contributing to declines of U.S. agriculture production. 

 
With crisis comes opportunity 
 
If you still want to invest with anticipation of rapid global warming, it is best that you stay clear of green 
energy (renewable) type investments. Most of these up and coming green energy projects require huge 
government subsidies and mandates. Also, let’s not forget the recent gyrations amongst solar panel 
producers after the Trump administration charged 
the Chinese with dumping them here and 
restricted their imports.  
 
If you worry about notable temperature rises, 
avoid properties in coastal areas of the US. The 
Union of Concerned Scientists believes 311,000 
coastal homes worth $118 billion are at risk of 
chronic flooding in the next 30 years, as are 
14,000 coastal commercial properties assessed at 
$18.5 billion. If it gets hotter in Florida (which it 
most likely will), retiring baby boomers may not 
move there, reducing the demand for retirement 
communities. 
 
The United Nations’ Panel on Climate Change states higher temperatures would hit hardest emerging 

countries in tropical and subtropical regions, with significant 
reductions in crop yields due to less water and more insects. So 
avoid investments in the frontier markets of Asia and Africa. 
 
Moving northward, if the Arctic Ocean becomes ice-free in 
summer by 2050, the sea route from Japan to Europe will be 
reduced to 7,600 miles instead of 11,300 miles via the Suez 
Canal, which indicates a potential investment opportunity into 
shipbuilding companies. Much more global warming would 
unlock vast quantities of crude oil and natural gas that lie under 
Arctic ice. It would be interesting to look into the energy-service 
companies over the producers. 
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Warmer average temperatures will increase summer tourism in northern and southern polar latitudes. 
Rising temperatures would also magnify the growth of forests in North America, Europe, and Russia, 
while more frost-free days each year open huge new acreage to soybeans, corn, wheat and other crops 
in northern U.S. states and Canada. Still, it would be safer to bet on the suppliers of the actual farming 
equipment, rather than grubstake gold miners. So consider producers of farm and logging equipment as 
well as grain merchants. And don’t forget pesticide manufacturers, since higher temperatures spawn 
more bugs. 

 
 

India: An economic powerhouse in the making, and a selection of stocks for the 
future  
 
India is one of the most interesting and intriguing up-and-coming superpowers of the world, with a 
population of 1.3bn and an ever increasingly educated and skilled workforce, India seems remarkably 
overlooked by many at the moment. Unsurprisingly India is currently ranked the 10th largest economy 
in the world, however by 2040, economists predicts India to beat America in the rankings to become 
the world's second largest economy. Moreover, if one adjusts these results on the relative purchasing 
power in their respective countries, India is already the 3rd largest economy in the world. India's 
population is remarkably young, so 
young in fact that over 50% of the 
population is below the age of 30. 
Moreover, India's middle class is 
experiencing a boom, from just above 
10% currently, to an expected >60% by 
2040, with people moving in their 
thousands away from menial 
agriculturally based jobs, to white and 
blue collar work. This means that India 
will soon be a nation of young, urban 
professionals with disposable incomes to 
spend on high-end western goods. This 
process has in fact already begun, for 
example, India has become the largest 
consumer of high-end whiskey in the 
world.  
 
Furthermore, if the example of the far east is anything to go by, the demand for luxury brands such as 
Hermes, Burberry and Jaguar-Land Rover will skyrocket. Resulting in a mirroring of the astronomical 
growth experienced by countries such as Japan, Thailand and China. So what Indian stocks can one 
hold in the long term to take advantage of this future superpower's inevitable boom? 
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1. SAMKRG Pistons & Rings is a manufacturer of pistons, piston pins, piston rings 

and circlips for the automotive market. The company has 3 manufacturing facilities - 
One facility in Hyderabad for pistons, pins and two facilities in Vishakhapatnam for 
piston rings, pitons and pins. The Indian auto ancillary sector not only caters to a 
vibrant domestic automobile market but also has a robust, and growing exports market 
to service, of which SAMKRG has a mammoth share. The healthy mix of business in 
India and abroad ensures that SAMKRG maintains its profitability in economic 
downturns. Moreover, SAMKRG boasts of a very steady financial performance. It has 
no long-term debt on its books and has consistently grown their revenue since the 
company's birth. 

 
2. Reliance industries (NSE: RELIANCE) has been on Heijin’s interest list for the past 2 

years , especially in 2018 after a stellar year. Reliance is an oil conglomerate with an 
almost 20% return on the year and an astronomical return this decade, with a growth of 
1,034.26% during the last 10 years compared to 292% returns given by the Sensex 
during the same period. The financially sound firm boast brilliant financial health , with  
revenue increasing by 55.4% this year , culminating in an increase of 17.6% in net profit 
year on year. 

 
3.  HDFC Bank Limited NSE: HDFCBANK.  

- Their brilliant corporate strategy and plan for growth in the following decade is 
far superior to other banks in India, and they have the backing of many western 
institutions.  

- EPS growth quarter over quarter stands at 16.80% and Sales growth quarter 
over quarter is at 731.20%. 

- HDFC’s foothold in the market is brilliant , they are well position in both urban 
and rural markets and a market leader in retail loans. 

- HDFC’s stable growth plan , and compelling corporate management structure 
has kept it in brilliant stead for this year , and for what promises to be an even 
better 2019. 
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Global Housing Market Overview:  
Part 2 - Global trend analysis in major cities 
For people owning them it's a savior, for people renting them it's a course: The increasing property prices in 
cities. This movement can be attributed to two major trends of the past decade. On one side cities are the 
home of choice for an increasing number of people, foremost millennials. This urbanization is the result of a 
number of different factors, the oldest one of them being the automatization of agriculture which has 
drastically decreased the workforce needed in this sector. This trend is predicted to continue over the 
upcoming years due to the application of drones and autonomous vehicles in agriculture. Another big driver 
of urbanization is the increasingly specialized nature of jobs which the digitalization has empowered. This has 
the effect that the hyper-specialized workforce are mostly found in cities as they are the place of choice for 
most companies offering these kinds of jobs. Furthermore, other factors like lifestyle preferences and wealth 
concentration in cities have pushed people to move there. 
 
On the other side, the very loose monetary policies in most developed and emerging countries in the 
aftermath of the financial crisis of '08 are important drivers of home prices. A lot of people living in cities have 
used the low interest rates on credit to make themselves independent from rents by buying their own 
apartments. This stream of new property buyers in 
conjunction with increasing demand for homes in 
cities due to urbanization resulted in real estate 
being a very solid investment opportunity which 
partly outperformed stock markets. The high ROIs, 
on the other hand, resulted in even more people 
investing in new homes and thereby closing the 
circle of a possible property market bubble. 
 
The current situation in many big cities around the 
world is very dangerous, as housing prices increase 
at rates that are probably not sustainable for a long 
period. A recent study conducted by UBS  has 
demonstrated that the median price-to-income (PI) 
multiple of the cities in the study increased from 5.5 
in 2008 to 7.5 today. Buying a 60㎡ apartment in 
most world cities exceeds the budget of most people 
who earn the average annual income paid in the 
highly skilled service sector. Furthermore, in about half of the cities in the study the housing markets were 
booming at inflation-adjusted prices of at least 5% and the average inflation-adjusted price increase for all 
cities was 3.5%. The UBS Global Real Estate Bubble Index, which tracks metrics that might point to housing 
real estate bubbles such as a decoupling of prices from local incomes and rents and imbalances in the real 
economy (such as excessive lending and construction activity), has identified Hong Kong, Munich, Vancouver,  
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Amsterdam and London of being at a very high risk of a housing bubble. The problem that emerges is that as 
central banks all around the world tighten their monetary policies, loan interests will increase and the real 
estate market will face a sharp slowdown. A housing market crash would not be unlikely considering that in 
the past 40 years most real estate market corrections have been triggered by increasing interest rates.  
 
The first problems in the housing market have already started emerging with real estate price increases 
slowing down in many cities UBS marks as at risk of a bubble. Furthermore, the past has shown that housing 
market growth is not correlated between cities, but crises are 
because the interest rates are often synchronized amongst 
countries. Sydney with its 10% housing prices decline due to 
higher mortgage requirements might already be the precursor of 
bursting housing bubbles all across the world. A big problem 
about the entire situation is that it is nearly impossible to stop 
housing bubbles once they start forming, since if the government 
does not impose regulations and restrictions the bubble will 
continue growing until the amount of debt is not sustainable 
anymore and individuals and companies default. On the other 
side, given the hypersensitivity of the housing market, if a 
government imposes regulations on a raising housing bubble an 
overreaction can happen very easily since buying property is 
something most people can postpone for a year or more. As soon 
as those people see that there might be a price decrease, they 
decide to wait and analyze future price developments which 
drastically decreases demand for the properties and thus the 
price.  This again results in a burst of the housing bubble. 
Therefore it seems that once a housing bubble is about to form it 
is almost impossible to stop it without bursting it and thus a crash 
is just a matter of time. 
 
Heijin Capital is very bearish on the situation in the property 
markets in many major cities around the world as they show 
evidence of being in a bubble. As outlined in the commentary of 
last week, the probably most dangerous current situation emerges 
in Chinese cities with Hong Kong leading the UBS Global Real Estate Bubble Index and the insanely high 
debt and mortgage rates in China's major cities. Furthermore, Heijin is intensely analyzing the property market 
in London as many companies and citizens will move out of London due to the upcoming Brexit and since 
housing prices do not yet reflect the forecasted upcoming decline in demand. However, it is probably too 
early to make appropriate investments given the uncertainties around the Brexit.  
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Furthermore, Heijin Capital is evaluating taking short positions on construction companies and REITs in 
endangered cities, although we are still waiting for the events that pull the trigger on bursting housing bubbles 
since they are in general very difficult to identify and predict until they haven't burst. On the other side, given 
the fact that we are expecting major financial turmoil in the upcoming years, which will very likely result in 
lower interest rates and the tendency of property markets to overreact on bubble bursts, we think that there 
will emerge huge opportunities in the real estate market after the financial turmoil.  
 

 
Equities - Emerging Markets: 
Telefonica Brasil S.A. Investment Analysis  
Overview: 
Telefónica Brasil S.A. is a mobile telecom company in Brazil that offers postpaid mobile services. They market 
their mobile services under their Vivo brand. It’s products include: mobile and fixed voice, mobile data, fixed 
broadband, ultra-fast broadband, Pay television, infotech, and other digital services.  
 
It was founded in 1998, and is headquartered in São Paulo, Brazil. Today it has >US$13bn in revenue, an 
operating income of US$2.0bn, and more than 33k employees.  
 
Brazilian Equity Markets:  
Emerging markets across the globe have experienced rough corrections and extended slumps in many 
regions. In fact, YTD the iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Index, a gauge for global EMs, has fallen more than 
17% and more than 10% in the last 6 months alone. This has been caused by many factors including signs of 
a global economic slowdown, ballooning debt levels (in governments and corporations), and a stronger dollar 
(higher servicing costs). Thus, investors quickly backed away from EMs, which has been the cause for this 
constant fall in their respective equity markets.  
 
Despite this slump there is one country that stood apart from most, and that’s Brazil. The Brazilian equity 
market has actually been on the rise even though their currency has heavily depreciated against FX majors 
such as the USD, the Euro, or sterling. For example, against the dollar alone the Brazilian Real has lost 
upwards of 15%. This tends to spur export levels and help EMs like Brazil gain revenue in strong foreign 
currencies (e.g. USD), which helps payback debt and improves corporate financials when exchanged into the 
local currency.  
 
Over the past 6 months the Brazilian index (IBOVESPA) has risen a staggering 25.2%, which means it has 
outperformed all other indexes worldwide apart from the ones of Ukraine, Macedonia, Qatar, and Tunisia. 
This has partly been thanks to the political turnaround with Bolsonaro but includes other reasons. Here is a 
chart that compares the performance of the IBOVESPA against the MSCI Emerging Markets Index over the 
past 6 months:  
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The Opportunities for Telefonica Brasil S.A.:  
Telefonica Brasil is a great company trading at a great price, and there are many reasons for this. Firstly, their 
stock performed incredibly poorly this year and fell 37% until the elections were over where the stock then 
entirely pivoted and stepped into higher gears, which led to a rise of 32% from its low. This slump during the 
year was due to elections fears, and the stock moved sideways for the past several years as our analysis has 
showed that the telecom sector performs very poorly when a socialist/left-wing government is in place, but 
now this has changed. In fact the fruits of a right wing government have already been shown and Telefonica 
Brasil has already taken advantage of it.  
 
1) Less Regulations 
The new president and new government are bringing fresh policies and structural changes to multiple sectors 
in Brazil of which the telecom sector is part of. Lawmakers have already confirmed that very much awaited 
reforms are coming to this sector in the coming months. In the latest earnings call in October, executives 
stated they were very confident that the PL-79 telecom bill could be approved by the end of 2018. This would 
update requirements for public concessions to favour new technologies. This could pave the way for a 
greater growth boost in this sector which lacked some movement in past few years.  
 
2) Netflix Partnership 
Telefonica Brasil has focused on developing their high-end services for sometime now and this strategy has 
proven to be working well when they announced a partnership with Netflix on its paid TV service that is 
offered under their Vivo brand. This is an incredible step forward for Telefonica Brasil as now all clients will 
have access to Netflix via the paid-TV Vivo platform (started in November 2018), which could lead to a 
growing user base.  
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3) Tidal Deal 
In September 2018 they signed a partnership agreement with the music streaming app Tidal. This partnership 
means that clients of Vivo/Telefonica Brasil will be able to subscribe to Tidal for just $3.84/month. Tidal is a 
direct competitor of Spotify which costs almost 3x as much as Tidal, and in Brazil that is hugely beneficial for 
Tidal since the GDP Per Capita stands at $9.8k in comparison to the U.S’s $59.5k or the U.K’s $39.7k. This 
should also generate more business for Vivo in the long run.  
 
4) NFL Deal 
Prior to the the Tidal Deal announcement, Telefonica Brasil signed a partnership agreement with the NFL. This 
partnership created the Vivo NFL Game Pass Seasons Plus, which allows clients to see all U.S games in the 
coming season at a significant discount to what competitors are offering. This is again another factor that will 
boost future earnings for Telefonica Brasil.  
 
5) New CEO: Christian Mauad Gebara  
Recently, Telefonica Brasil announced their new CEO: Christian Mauad Gebara who replaces Eduardo 
Navarro that held the position since 2006. Gebara got an MBA from Stanford University, after that he worked 
at McKinsey for almost 6 years and then joined Telefonica International in 2006. Since 2010 he has been 
working at Telefonica Brasil and in just seven years he went from being the VP of Synergies, Integration and 
New Businesses Brasil to COO and now CEO. This should bode well for the future of the company since 
there are reasons as to why Gebara has moved up so fast.  
 
6) A great company at a great price yielding 9.5% 
In terms of valuation, Telefonica Brasil is hard to criticise. With a P/E 
of 9, a Debt/Eq of 0.09, a profit margin >20%, and a P/B of just 1.1 
it presents investors out there with a good opportunity not only in 
terms of share price but also because of its dividend yield of 9.5%. 
All in all, this makes it significantly cheaper than its most direct 
competitor: TIM Participacoes S.A. The cash flow per share is $2.57 
and it has a cash flow margin of 29.26%, which are really great 
figures. There free cash flow is set to almost double this year ending 
31/12/2018 in comparison to 2017.  
 
On top of that Telefonica Brazil's debt qualifies as investment grade, 
which is shown below by the ratings from the agencies. Lastly, the 
infamous hedge fund Renaissance Technologies has increased their position in Telefonica Brasil (by 1199%) 
along with Morgan Stanley & Co LLC. However, Artisan Partners LP still remains by far the largest 
shareholder with 98.19m shares.  
 
Thus, all in all Heijin Capital views Telefonica Brasil as an interesting pick even in these turbulent markets due 
to the stable nature of the telecom sector, the outperforming brazilian equity markets, and its many newly 
formed partnerships with international giants.  
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DISCLAIMER 

 
Heijin Capital or HeijinCapital.com, is not an investment advisory service, nor a registered investment advisor, nor a capital 
management firm or broker-dealer and does not purport to tell or suggest which securities customers should buy or sell for 
themselves. The analysts and employees or affiliates of Company may hold positions in the stocks or industries discussed here. 
You understand and acknowledge that there is a very high degree of risk involved in trading securities. The Company, the authors, 
the publisher, and all affiliates of Company assume no responsibility or liability for your trading and investment results. Heijin 
Capital operates as a private family fund where we oversee several managed accounts.  
 
It should not be assumed that the methods, techniques, or indicators presented in these products will be profitable or that they will 
not result in losses. Past results of any individual trader or trading system published by Company are not indicative of future 
returns by that trader or system, and are not indicative of future returns which be realized by you. In addition, the indicators, 
strategies, columns, articles and all other features of Company’s products (collectively, the “Information”) are provided for 
informational and educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice. Examples presented on 
Company’s website are for educational purposes only. Such set-ups are not solicitations of any order to buy or sell. Accordingly, 
you should not rely solely on the Information in making any investment. Rather, you should use the Information only as a starting 
point for doing additional independent research in order to allow you to form your own opinion regarding investments. You should 
always check with your licensed financial advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any investment. 
 
Thank you for your understanding, 
Heijin Capital Management 
    
*Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. The value of investments and the income derived 
from investments will fluctuate and can go down as well as up. A loss of principal may occur.  
 
 


